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| Memorandum uy 

Attention: FBI Laboratory 
Assistant Diredor WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN 

LL. BAC, DALLAS (2100-10461) (P) 442138: . 

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka., 
, IS - R = CUBA     Re Dallas teletype 2/4/64 which referred to two... = - 

. letters from ERICK TITOVIETS (also spelled TITOVIETS), Minsk, . 
Russia, to LEE HARVEY “OSWALD. 

Toot ae 

Enclosed are two letters, each with envelopes, which OF . 
are deScribed as follows: : 

7 Ne 

      

    

(1) Envelope postmarked Minsk, 9/11/63, -— a 
. addressed to "LEE H. OSWALD, P, 0. Box 30061 

New Orleans, La. USA." with return address 
"E. TITOVJETS , Leningradskaya, 1-11, Minsk, 

- BSSR, USSR", with enclosed letter dated -. 
° 9/9/63, at Minsk which begins. “Dear Aleck, 

It has been quite a long time since ~ — ah 
QO ° and ends "So. All the best, Erick" ~ . . a oO 
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(2) Envelope postmarked Minsk, 10/28/63, ~—- - Be | 
addressed to'LEE H. OSWALD, P.O, Box 30061, 
New Orleans, La. USA", with address being : fe 
marked through (evidently by U. 8. Post bttice)* - 
to reflect address 2515 W. 5th Street, Irving, ~~ 
Texas. The senders name appears to be cn 
“ERNEST T., Leningradskaya 1-11, Minsk, USSR", oe 
with letter dated at Minsk 9/28/63, which . a oe, 
begins “Dear Aleck, I hope everything is oO. K.. -- AN 
and ends "Hope to meet you soon, Yours .- oe 
friend, Erick". Sp 

- The envelope and letter listedas No. ayes above has 
‘Dallas inventory No. DL-34 and envelope andletter iisted 1 as” 
No, 2 above is Dallas i vegpary No. DL-33;, TYBGUYLOW? 
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@- - Bureau (Encl Bien) (RM) af vy tf - 
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It 4s requested that the FBI Laboratory con Sues appropriate examination of enclosed materiel and photograph “=. ee? Same for inclusion with other photographs of Similiar material? 

       
     

     

   
    

  

   
Above letters were made available to the Dallas me 

Office on 2/4/64 by Captain WILL FRITZ of the Dallas Police Department, who advised that he had found these letters in °°: his desk on 2/4/64. Captain FRITZ again assured SAC SHANKLI 
that there is no further property or evidence in connection 
with the OSWALD case:in his possession or in possession of 
the Dallas Police Department to his knowledge. = +. #7 
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Above letters will be retained by ‘the Bureau’ Such time aS they are no longer needed as evidence or for: other consideration, ° fet yee . 7 sn           
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‘Registry number of this letter 

     

   is 676814 
ae S. 

  

 


